Wipro’s ROBOaaS
(ROBO: Remote Office
& Branch Office)
Powered by Nutanix
Transform your remote offices
into mini data centers while
enjoying tailored enterprise
class performance, services and
significant cost savings.

ROBO1.0 aims to address new demands that
are growing with more field-based IT
infrastructures; need for processing power in
proximity to the point of data collection and
challenges related to lack of power and space.
Another issue is maintenance of expensive
skilled resources and remote management.
The solution can provide a tactical approach to
these issues by designing and delivering fully
managed enterprise class solution at the point
of requirement.

Redefine the possibilities with ROBO1.0,
by lowering physical footprint,
complexity, and easing manageability
while enjoying the performance of mini
data centers.

Key takeaway
Eliminate IT infrastructure cost,
complexity and the need for specialized
personnel in remote and edge sites
using web-scale technologies.
Run Citrix XenDesktop and XenApp, and
all remote office’s local applications
such as SQL server, exchange, custom
applications.
Operate all essential services including
Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP), Domain Name System (DNS),
file and print, WAN (wide area network)
optimization, and security-focused
virtual appliances.
Capitalize on flexible consumption
models and avoid situations arising out
of forecasting such as sunk costs or
inadequate performance and capacities.

Key benefits
A robust and reliable solution, ROBO1.0, is built
on a solid foundation that amalgamates decades
of Wipro’s service delivery experience and the

The Wipro touch:
Proven services record
maintained and delivered
by experts

strength of Nutanix hyper-converged
infrastructure. This foundation delivers benefits
spanning across 360o.

Integrated
service model:

Density
improvement:

End-to-end seamless
integration ranging
from consulting to
digitalservices

Consolidate workloads
and improve efficiencies
of the underlying
IT estate

Flexible:

Freedom:

Custom built consumption
and deployment models,
aligned to business
expectations

Choose from preferred
partners or go ahead with
a software only
deployments

Performance driven, secure, scalable,
Plug and play, and a true “Branch in a box”
experience leveraging Wipro’s ROBOaaS
powered by Nutanix”

Key features
One-click simplicity: Leverage machine
learning to reduce complex IT tasks like
upgrades to a single click and lessen your
dependence on IT specialists.
Centralized analytics: Aggregate health
and usage statistics across multiple sites,
with ability to zoom into individual location.

Built-in data protection: Integrated data
protection and disaster recovery capabilities for
protecting remote applications, VMs and data.
Cloud connect: Connect to the cloud and use it
for data management and for disaster recovery.

Network visualization: Get a visual
representation of network connections &
traffic flows.
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company. We
harness the power of cognitive computing, hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies to
help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful. A
company recognized globally for its
comprehensive portfolio of services,

strong commitment to sustainability
and good corporate citizenship, we
have over 175,000 dedicated employees
serving clients across six continents.
Together, we discover ideas and
connect the dots to build a better and a
bold new future.
For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com

